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Work is a Part of Real Life

2^^ Thessalonians 3:7-10

Let me start with a little history about the founding of this church. In 1979, Leisa and I came
out here to Barre Vermont to start a strongly Bible believing church that would have an outward^ ̂
focus trying to reach out to people beyond the 4 wails of the church.'Wrwouidspecifically
target Barre City. That was quite countercultural at the time in America. First, we came to start
a church, when church planting was something foreign missionaries did but wasn't even taught
to American pastors. Second, the vast majority of churches that were being started came out of
Bible studies already going in an area, but we were coming to an^afeawithout any contacts or
anyone in town requesting us. And 3*^^, we were going to support ourselves in planting the
church by working a fulltime secular job. So unusual was this that I was only the 2"'' pastor to
do that under an initiative by the Laymen's Fellowship of the Evangelical Free Church. (By the
way, Bill Wick was the first.)

While t^ was not something brought up in seminary at the time, I had seen an example of it
that profoundly affected me. My grandfather was an extremely hard-working man of incredible
integrity and honesty but his spiritual life was not seen outwardly — until he started to go to a
tiny rural local church in northwestern Pennsylvania. The congregation had 25 to 30 on a
Sunday so they could not support a fulltime pastor. But an older, physically weak pastor was so
committed to bring Jesus to these people in rural Pennsylvania that he worked as a barber to pay
the bills. Over several years there, my grandfather, now ̂^etirement age, showed a love for
Jesus and a generosity to God's work that could not be missed.9J>f

There is one story Grandpa told me that captured me. It was only the 2""^ time I'd ever seen my
grandfather cry. The first was at my grandmother's funeral. One snowy winter evening, long
before cell phones, the pastor headed out to share Jesus with some people who had visited the
church. In the middle of nowhere, on those dirt roads, he had a flat tire. He prayed to God,
"Lord I don't know what to do. This family is open to spiritual things. But I'm not strong
enough to change the tire and there is no house close enough for me to be able to walk to.
Please help me." Just then he could see the headlights of a car unexpectedly coming down this
deserted country road. Two young men stepped out and asked if there was a problem. He shared
how he had a flat tire but was too weak to get the lug nuts off or lift the tire out of the trunk. jL
"No problem," they said and they quickly changed the tire in the snow storm. He was ■^\ r
momentarily distracted when they were putting things away. When he turned to thank them Uji
there was nothing there. No car, no people, and not even tire tracks in the falling snow ~ but the
spare tire was on and the flat tire was definitely in the trunk. And those people he was visiting?
They went on to commit their lives to Jesus that night. It was the first authenticated story of
angels 1 had encountered and the change in my Grandfather's life was clear. So a growing sense
in me was to want to go places & minister where other pastors wouldn't normally go and be
willing to financially support myself to do that. That's how I ended up here and worked at
National Life for my first 8 years. Of course, the spiritual landscape has changed a lot since then
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here in Central Vermont and we are fortunate to have a good number of excellent Bible
believing churches with their own distinctives.

When I shared my desire to support myself financially back then I had a number of people tell
me that I was unbiblical.

• They said i didn't have enough faith - God owns the cattle on a 1000 hills. If Jesus was
really behind this, He would provide the money.

• They said I wasn't prioritizing God's work. Witnessing and church planting are much
more important than any job, so it would be wrong to spend time at secular work when I
could be doing spiritual work.

• They said supporting myself in a secular job would keep me from doing God's work.
Well, it is not just pastors who can struggle with wrong attitudes towards work. Today, many
Christians don't see the value of everyday chores, day in & day out work at their paying jobs,
doing as much for yourself as you can when you are disabled op^g^-elder or study outside of
class when at school. These are not less important in God's sight than Bible Study, prayer,
sharing Jesus or worship services. Everyday work is a part of real life for the Christian. God
has ordained for us to work hard for the things we need in this life.

PROPOSITION: God calls His children to work diligently for their needs - this is not
something of less importance nor does it take the place of spiritual service/learning.

I. Importance of phvsical work for heavenly minded Christians

A. Christians missionaries prioritized it from the start 2Thes3:7
As we come to our passage today in 2nd Thessalonians 3 :7-dJ),

)!) Biblical, God designed view of work for every Christian^nat tiie fomidih^ leaders of
the Thessalonica church, Paul, Timothy and Silas, lived it sacrificially as well as
taught it. Notice their priority of teaching this lesson through their actions as well as
their words. READ v 7. "You ought to follow our example". They were showing the
importance of physical work for the highly dedicated follower of Jesus.

B. These Church leaders serve as a model 2 Thes 3:9

Then in verse 9 READ. They sacrificially gave up a right they had (for spiritual
leaders to be supported by those benefiting from their teaching), to serve as a model,
or example for them to follow. One might think that as highly dedicated Christians
who left their families & home towns to plant Bible-believing churches in new places,
that these Christian missionaries would point to their lives to show you how to do
spiritual things like praying, telling others about Jesus, or having a personal quiet time
with God. And I am sure they did that. But here the emphasis is on how they flipped
burgers at McDonalds, fixed cars at Toyota, changed beds at the nursing home or in
Paul's case cut and sewed leather together to make tents - all of this to purchase their
food and pay for their housing. Physical work is a part of realjife - it is even more so
for dedicated servants of the Lord Jesus. When we turn in faith to Jesus - when we
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repent of our sins, believe Jesus died on the cross for our sins & bodily rose from the
dead to prove it, and when we surrender to go God's way instead of our own, Jesus
richly pours out His grace and mercy into our lives. That doesn't take away the
importance of physical work in our day-to-day lives, it actually increases it. Everyday
work is a part of real life for the Christian.

Let's take a moment to define "work" for the different situations we may be in:
1. It is what you do at a paid job, if you have oneywhich is the main context here
2. Even more important is the work you do to maintain your family - your chores

and home responsibilities
3. If you are a student, it is your homework and study
4. If you are disabled or getting older, it is the extra time & effort it takes to do

things for yourself & family. That extra 15 minutes to get your clothes on is
important hard work in God's sight.

5. And for all Christians, it is the time and effort we put into serving Jesus -
whether helping others, cleaning the church building or serving in some
ministry. We never r^ire from serving the Lord until we die, in fact serving the
Lord & others when we are retired, disabled or unemployed is very important.

Every one is to work to the level that they can. God wants us to picture the example of
these most dedicated believers so we will better understand that everyday work is a
part of real life for the Christian.

-S:

C. Many false claims through history
There is no retirement from all work in this lifetime in God's sight. Yet isn't that a lie
our culture gives us? Work hard for 40 years and then you get to really live by doing
nothing but play. Live that way and you'll waste your life. Or some Christians get
really excited in their faith and start to believe the lie that the only thing that matters to
God is spiritual - they feel real life can only come by stopping any physical work and
just praying, reading the Bible and participating in worship times. Not so many years
ago, I was talking with one of teens who became super committed to the Lord. They
told me they struggled to see any reason to study in High School (or even complete it),
work at their part time job or do any other physical work. They just want to witness
for Jesus and leam about the Bible (mostly what excited them, not what they had to
work hard to learn!). Praise God they didn't lose their desire to witness, as the Lord
showed them the importance of hard physical work. Some Christians confuse the fact
that all physical things around us are just temporary with not needing to work for what
we need or to take care of what is here - including God's physical world. Washing the
dishes, working for a paycheck or tending the garden are NOT lesser uses of time that
the Christian is to avoid if possible. Everyday work is a part of real life for the
Christian.

IT Being a positive example of the importance of hard work for things in this life 2 Thes 3:7-10
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A. They were not idle themselves - worked hard 2 Thes 3:7b
Let's go deeper now into our passage to see how God uses their example to positively
show the importance of working hard for the things we need in this life. It is also an
example of how we can live our lives so they are a positive example of spiritual truths
to the others around us, but that isn't my purpose today!

The first thing we see, from their positive example of working hard for the things in
this life, is that they were not idle themselves. READ v7b. They worked hard. They
used their time wisely. They did not waste their time. We spoke in depth about
idleness the last Sunday in June. Working hard and diligently does not mean we are to
become workaholics. It does not mean we don't rest or take breaks. Rest is God

ordained - about one third of our day is to be dedicated to sleep. God wants one out of
every 7 days dedicated to rest. We know short breaks during the day help our
productivity greatly. In fact, if we don't regularly rest, God has designed our bodies to
rebel, shut down and force us to rest. Not being idle means we aren't constantly
putting important things off, sitting around dreaming or wasting a lot of time in front
of screens, instead we get up in the morning, put time & effort into chores, work,
God's service and helping others.

B. Didn't endless dream or make leisure their goal 2 Thes 3:8
The 2"'' thing we see, from thefr positive example of working hard for the things in
this life, is that they didn't endlessly dream or make leisure their goal. We aren't told
why the idle & divisive Thessalonian believers were not working but they were
meddling in the lives of others, expecting others to support them and running around
telling others what to do. Some people think they are working but they are really just
frittering away their time dreaming. Others have made leisure the^goal and definition
of real life. As Christians, every one of us is on a mission — a mission of eternal
significance. We are here to join Jesus in His work. Interestingly, by the example of
the apostles themselves, physical work for physical things we need, is a part of that!
God is not against leisure, but it is a temporary reward for hard work. Work hard -
have some rest including leisure - then go back to hard work.

C. Took responsibility to earn their daily needs 2 Thes 3:8a
The 3*^^ thing that we see, from their positive example of working hard for the things
in this life, is that they took responsibility to earn their own daily needs. READ v 8a.
Notice here that^^rime reason for working is to earn our daily needs. If we want to
eat, we should work for it. We shouldn't complain about the cost of the electricity we
want, but should work for it. We shouldn't expect others to give us a cell phone or pay
the monthly fees, we should work for it. This is just taking responsibility for our
physical needs. And if we marry, this extends to the needs of our spouse and family.

D. They didn't presume on other people to take care of them 2 Thes 3;8b
Let's continue in v 8 - READ v 8b. The 4^"^ thing that we see, from their positive
example of working hard for the things in this life, is that they didn't presume on other
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people to take care of them. They didn't presume others should be doing things for
them or making their lives easier. Notice again the importance of doing as much as we
can to provide for ourselves and our family. The truth is, unless you & I die in an
accident, we will all get to the point where we need the help of others. Don't take this
"«<?/ wanting to be a burden on anyone" tooj^and never receive help or limit who
helps. We need to leam to accept the freely given gifts and helps of others. And we
need to leam to accept the freely^^jyen wonderful grace of God instead of thinking we
deserve or can eam His forgiveness, mercy anTlove. Butln the physical areas of this
life, it is important that we make it our goal to seek to take care of ourselves as much
as we can. That is why it is so important as our body deteriorates and doesn't work as
well, that we see that all the extra time and effort it takes us to do what use to be

simple things, is hard work that can honor and glorify Jesus as we persevere to
complete it. Turn the fiaistration into an act of honoring the Lord.

E. They sacrificed for a higher goal 2 Thes 3:9
The 5"^ thing that we see, from their positive example of working hard for the things in
this life, is that they genuinely sacrificed for a higher goal. READ v 9. As Scripture
shows elsewhere, those who benefit spiritually from God's teachers should share
materially with them. In fact, the apostle Paul did just that at other times from gifts
given by the church, especially the Philippian church. But here they willingly
sacrificed "that right" for a h^^her purpose. We should all be able to identify
something in our life that we pfeonally ̂  willingly sacrificing for the cause of Jesus
Christ. '

F. They lived by principle rather than feeling 2 Thes 3:10
The 6"^ thing that we see, from their positive example of working hard for the things in
this life, is that they lived by principle rather than by feelings. READ v 10. The
principle is a simple one. Since we are responsible to work for our needs in this
lifetime, then if we are unwilling to work, others shouldn't be giving us food. And we
shouldn't be giving food to people were unwilling to work. And you won't know if
they are willing to work unless you give them an opportunity to work. Notice this
-speaks about those able to work, not those unable to work due to disability. Working
for what we have is so important to how God made us and what is needed to develop
positive character attributes like thankfulness, humility, diligence, generosity, self-
denial and caring, 'that even if someone is severely handicapped, we want to
let them do as much as they can even though it is slower and less effective AND then
come alongside them to help. We want to help in a way that doesn't hurt.

III. Positive reasons for hard work

Since everyday work is a part of real life for the Christian let's take the rest of our time
to remember some positive reasons God gives us for hard work.

A. To provide for our physical needs 2 Thes 3:6-13
Here in 2 Thes 3, hard work is to provide for our physical needs.
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B. To reflect the nature of God Gen 2:1-3

Another positive reason to work hard whether it be at a paid job, taking care of our
family, chores around the house, study at school, helping others or doing what we can
when disabled is that all legitimate everyday work reflects the One who made us. In
Gen 2:1-3, God's work of creation is summarized. God did a lot of work. God

accomplished things with His work. God's work was very good. And God rested from
His work. When we work, we reflect God. When we clean the toilet, carry out a
mindless task at our paying job, complete a homework assignment when we would
rather play, or take 20 minutes to get dressed because our body doesn't work well, we
are reflecting God. We reflect the Lord when we put time & effort into accomplishing
a good task, whatever that task is. This is true whether it is "normal work or religious
work" - "menial work or prestigious work". While the outcome of the work will be
different in these different kinds of works, the work itself similar value because
we are imitating God! There is a great dignity to hard work and work that is well
done. This dignity has nothing to do with the status society gives it. Plus we will be v
doing some kind of work in the perfection of the new heavens and new earth.f^-^

C. To be God's representative (developers of what God created) Gen 1:26, 28
It is interesting to note that in Genesis 1, humans are given the same command as the
animals - multiply and fill the earth. (By the way, that's once command we have
totallyfulfilled) However, humans alone are given further work to do. As we are
filling the earthy we are to subdue and rule over it. This does not mean to exploit it or
force our will on it. Creation wasn't fallen, under the curse, or rebellious when this
command was given. These strong words were written in light of ancient times where
a King put representative statues around to show His sovereignty over the area. God is
calling humans, as ones made in His image, to exercise stewardship over His creation
as Hi5 representative. In other words, we are not just to maintain the status quo or take
what we want, but we are to develop, enhance and keegjnTbe God's creation. Our
third positive purpose in work is that we are to be developers of what God has created.
Since we don't tend to think this way, let me give you an illustration.

A parent who is trying to help their children learn doesn't just buy a playhouse for
their kids. They help their kids far more by providing the raw materials, some tools
and then guides their kids to build their own playhouse. In a similar way God has
given people physical things, creativity and a mind so that we can bring out the
potential that God has es^lished in the physical world. So whether it is a farmer who
works to produce crops from seeds & dirt, the musician who rearranges sound to make
something beautiful, the sewer takes fabric and makes clothing or the simple task of
cleaning the floor - in all of these we are taking seriously God's call for us to be
stewards and dev^pers of God's creation. All of us can put work effort and creativity
into making our surroundings a better place whether that is through chores at home,
study at school, our paid jobs, overcoming our disabilities, helping others or joining
Jesus in His work. And virtually everything good we have and expand on today came
because of hard work of someone before us that gave us a foundation to enhance.
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D. To help others & contribute to the common good Gen 2:15
A 4'^ positive reason to work hard is that God created work to help others and
contribute to the common good. After God created the Garden of Eden, he put Adam
there and in Genesis 2:15 he told Adam to work the land and take care of it. NOW,
who will benefit from fruit that will be produced and the great looking garden that will
come from Adam's work? Surely, Adam will get some benefit - BUT so won't his
future family and the creation itself, including animals, insects, & plants. Our chores,
efforts and service contribute to the common good. They help others. Can you
imagine if no one ever cleaned the toilet in your house? How can that be considered
a lowly job? We are going to get mighty hungry or sick if no one ever washes the pans
and dishes or puts away the food. How can that work be considered meaningless or
below us? Can you imagine if your garbage was never picked up? There is a greater
purpose for all of our legitimate work than just providing for ourselves - it helps
others and it contributes to the common good. In fact, have you ever noticed how
many of God's answers to our prayers involve the work of other people in some way?

Martin Luther gave this analogy to show why the Lord works so often through the
efforts of others - and we will end with this. Luther said that parents naturally want to
give their children everything they need, BUT those same parents also want their kids
to become diligent, conscientious and responsible people. Now if parents just give
their kids everything, they don't naturally become diligent, conscientious and
responsible as our culture & the false healthy, wealthy & wise theology is showing us
today. So instead, the parents give their kids chores - they give them work around the
house to benefit others in the home. The parent could obviously do the chores better
and faster themselves, but that would not help their children grow in their character.
So parents give children what they need ~ character - through the diligent work
required to do the chores assigned to them which then go on to help other people in
the family. God works through our efforts to help others ir/^me way. Jesus gives us
physical work to do in helping other people and society as a whole, even though He
could do a better job Himself so that we develop what we need for all eternity which
is a more Christ-like character. The Holy Spirit is constantly working in us and
coming alongside us in our efforts to encourage, enable and empower us to work
diligently - not just for our own needs but for others and the generations to come.

May we take Paul, Silas and Timothy's example to heart! Everyday work is a part of
real life for the Christian.
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